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My Practice//
Initial Ideas
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Horror/
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Reflection

Having referred back to my notes on the 
initial presentation I spoke about 
wanting ‘create works based on my own 
writings- not to illustrate but to explore 
the written form.’
I spoke about the limitations of  my 
previous sculptural work- my 
methodologies included stitching, 
cutting, finding ect I wondered if  these 
could be applied to different mediums; 
film, sound, writing and performance 
and how these could interlink and 
influence one another. The 
performativity of  making in its relation 
to processing trauma was the main root 
to this work. 



Remnants of  
Performance 

I begin to film the rituals I perform 
on a daily basis – ritualistic nature of  
my obsessive compulsions- ritualistic 
nature of  witch craft
Trichotillomania- I pull my hairs out 
that have a different consistency. 
Excoriation disorder- skin picking 
which is also part of  OCD in relation 
to trauma. 
These films were about confronting 
the abjection of  my own body and the 
intimacy of  having other people 
watch these very personal coping 
mechanisms 

https://youtu.be/z6uGZ_NBxiM

https://youtu.be/_pUL0vUOZGI

https://youtu.be/z6uGZ_NBxiM
https://youtu.be/_pUL0vUOZGI


Extract from studio book //
November 2019//
Obsession with objects

So far on the MA I have not made sculptural objects-
not deliberately anyway. I think it’s important to 
analyse why I am stepping away from the physical 
‘stuff ’ and looking into film/ sound and writing (my 
set of  skills in these areas is far less advanced). It 
became apparent to me that when I currently work 
with objects, I am trying to imbue the material with 
too much. I grow an almost nurturing relationship to 
the objects and struggle to leave them and let the 
materiality speak for itself. I fetishize the objects they 
occupy a visceral space within my physical and 
psychological world. I have become unable to make 
things in fear of  them not being enough. I wanted to 
start the MA to develop my practice and given the 
space to push it further. I picked up the camera 
initially to document what I thought would be working 
sculpturally with stuff. It is no longer an appropriate 
language, I am learning to use words, but I still cling to 
the physical object like the ball of  hair… I can’t quite 
get rid of  my emotional furniture. See transcendental 
object. 

https://youtu.be/Nprjkh0ZMig

Clip of  the hair ball ‘found’ in tree on shire hill

https://youtu.be/Nprjkh0ZMig


Interim show PAUSE//
Extract from studio book

Domesticity and ferality and remnants of  trauma// I’ve 
felt that my physical body and the performativity of  
seemingly strange tasks is trying to explore ritual and 
cleansing process. The piece for the interim show shall be 
a film, I’m nervous I’ve never exhibited a film I want to 
attach some form of  sculpture so I have a tangible body 
to negotiate- but it feels like a poor attempt at unity. I 
need to give the footage space- let the black screen live 
there. I’ve been thinking of  a title ‘cabin fever’ it evokes 
the domestic and the feral, the inside and outside. 

https://youtu.be/OC2vv2xUbz4

https://youtu.be/Ph_0lTmup1
c

https://youtu.be/OC2vv2xUbz4
https://youtu.be/Ph_0lTmup1c


Archive //
Special Collections 

I’ve researched in the  ‘special collections’ archive; 
specifically the documentation of  witchcraft cases and how 
they mirror the systematic misogyny within the patriarchal 
system today. There are many problems that arise in using 
documents relating to witchcraft trials- there are no records 
left directly by the women themselves. All written reports 
take the form of  court records or pamphlets containing 
material selected by a male intermediary. I aim to reclaim 
women’s agency through the witch and platforming the 
‘otherness’ of  surviving rape. The witch acts as a symbol of  
the feminine uncanny- a figure on the edge of  society, by 
paralleling a ‘modern’ victim of  rape and a historical 
accused witch opens up the space to explore history of  
subordination of  women at the hands of  patriarchal power. 
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Artists//Writers//Films 

Kiki Smith

Luca Guadagnino

Ana Mendieta

Jan Svankmajer
Robert Eggers

Häxan

Daria Martin

Works I have studied that have 
either directed or indirectly 

referenced the witch and sexual 
violence.



Writing//
Methodology 

For this assessment I have produced a body of  
work centred around the parallels of  witch hunts 
and surviving rape. It has taken the form of  five 
written works chronologically following the 
aftermath of  assault, these do not have to be read 
in a linear way, but by breaking it down I am able 
to tackle specific trauma’s: Part I details the police 
station, Part II the hospital, Part III the justice 
system, Part IV group therapy and Part V victim 
impact statement. 
The series of  written works, my research into the 
archives and performance footage has all been 
collated on Hotmess my body of  work is 
currently at the bottom left hand side along with 
the silent film haxan and a bibliography of  
resources that have really interested me. 
Link to the main page : 
https://hotmess.hotglue.me/
Link to my personal page : 
https://hotmess.hotglue.me/sonia

https://hotmess.hotglue.me/
https://hotmess.hotglue.me/sonia


I remember the sodium light. 

Surrounded by cracked paving stones
The heavy pain as my skull impacted the ground.

Then blank.

Back of  mum’s car
Leatherette seats 
I felt the warm wet on my face and the sting of  the split skin. 
We went to the police station but I do not remember.

Did I sit in a chair?
I remember laughing.
How many drinks have you had?

4,
5,

6,

7,
8,

9 minutes until the ambulance arrives.

I was so confused I told them which direction he’d ran

I 
//police station



I kept memorising the quotes from Doctor Faustus worried that they would fall out of  my 
head

‘hell is a frame of  mind’ 
Have I had relations with the devil?

Had I
I had?

Regurgitating the blood from my nose into the bed pan
Examination external, internal

Every inch of  my body photographed it’ll still be on the system 
Along with
Diagram of  a man’s body and my injuries sketched over- face- ribs- knees- genitalia 

‘Suspected rape’ they said ‘suspected witch’ 
The face of  the police officer loomed at the end of  the bed, 
Squash the scream down my gullet into my stomach where it dissolved.

They found a sample of  his DNA when the swabbed my insides 

Gave me a pair of  knickers out of  a plastic packet
When I got home my mother lowered me into the bath 
Scrubbed till I bled
Vomiting till I’d thrown him up and out 

Then blank 

II
//St Mary's 



Police are appealing for witnesses 
after a woman was sexually assaulted 
as she was walking home in Glossop.
The 18-year-old woman was walking 
in a church yard off  Church Street, 
near the Duke of  Norfolk school, 
when she was assaulted.
The victim suffered serious facial injuries in the incident, 
which took place at about 3am on Monday, May 26, 
and was later treated at Manchester Royal Infirmary.
Detectives want to speak to a man who was seen on 
Church Street South shortly before 3am the same morning. 
He was wearing a white t-shirt, blue jeans and trainers
///
What did he look like?
Who?
The devil?
I don’t remember his face
Sex attack they told me- the weapon sex?
No- the weapon is power 
Nameless and faceless, where is he now

Around the corner. Waiting
Then I heard his name and he pleaded guilty 

Burne her, Burne her 

III
// Police appeal after sex attack



Sat in circles 
On chairs that stack.

The six of  us 

We learn why we have gathered 
The damage that others have caused

The remnants of  pain that have burrowed down. We gather round and rip and pull. 

She pulls the skin off  her fingers and feet. 
We laugh at the cruelty. 

Out the window is brick. 
It feels like the bricks are right outside.

I imagine being bricked behind a wall. 
The hair on my arms caught on the surface, the smell of  chalk. 

I feel myself  float upwards out of  the chair out of  the walls and the walls. I can feel my 
body push through the air towards a familiar space. I hang upside down. The blood 
thunders in my ears. 

Then it’s blank 

IV
//the coven



Don’t step on the cracks or the devil will drag you down
North wind, slit breath
The rattling of  the sparrow call
The creaky bed, the fictile womb

My poor godless mother
Skin of  her hand, creased sheets
There she sits and feeds her young
Naked baby blackbirds, bulging eyes and gawping beaks.
That melts to a shriek
Feet ache with the frost bleeding through

Learnt secrets in the wilderness
mingled with a cup of  water
Till your head is a stone
Entrammeling wind, Strangle of  branches
Pick the worms off  me like syrupy string

The viscous black I swim in
Bubbles from my mouth drift high
Riddled with holes cannot float
The words slip out like water over wet moss
On your palms where you have sinned
Baptism barrier continued >

V
//Victim Impact 

Statement 



Fist of  impact into face
Split lip, shredded knees falling down
The penny tang of  blood
White knuckle, soap coloured sin
Sour Breathed, ‘shut the fuck up’

Bruises blooming, pink to blue, purple to green then yellowy brown.
Full set of  teeth, dislodged
Spongey scalp. Solid skull
Stitches on skin
Spite and spit and sick

Lurching into my mouth
My everything sting and swollen
Thrown from childish comfort into adult abyss
An eye between two white lids that will not shut
Disturbance in the mirror, nameless reflection
Hurt me. Until I am outside pain
Impalpable self  doubt

Dead in follicle dead in root
Curling maggot
Floating hair
Liquid glass
Violated vessel
Thundering blood

Cauldron, talking and cackling.
The flames shall not sear you 
On screams brink , held in mouthfuls
Writhed in convulsions of  pain
Into ash you shall return

Wooden spoon worse
Cleaver to my mouth
I squirm. He. Got. Me
Is the confinement at an end
I am above I am not
Wrenched from the vessel
I eat men like air



https://youtu.be/bKYJAZHvamw
Find my contribution on hotmess in the bottom left hand corner: 

https://hotmess.hotglue.me

https://youtu.be/bKYJAZHvamw
https://hotmess.hotglue.me/


Next Year 
In moving forward, I hope to amalgamate poetry, performance 
and installation (maybe including sculptural bodies) into a 
refined body of  work that can act as microcosm to the parallels 
of  the witch trials of  the early modern period and surviving 
sexual violence. Through the interweaving of  the personal real 
narrative of  my own experience and the imagined narrative of  
a witch; I am going to start by creating a story and continue to 
write this throughout next year. I intend to explore the 
‘objecthood’ of  books the linear why in which we experience 
them as readers but also the narratives contained within them 
can jump forwards and backwards in time but it is accessible 
through the frame work of  a book. Running alongside this will 
be experimentations with materiality; film, sound (singing), 
sculpture (?) and performance. I shall continue delving into the 
archives and using primary source material to platform my own 
narrative. 
I’m still processing a lot of  what I’ve made and discovered this 
year so hopefully by September/ October I will have had time 
to reflect on the success of  the different elements of  my work 
and what to focus on for the final outcome. 


